
Integer Constraints to StopDeforestationHelmut SeidlFB IV { InformatikUniversity TrierD{54286 Trierseidl@ti.uni-trier.deAbstract. Deforestation is a transformation of functional programs toremove intermediate data structures. It is based on outermost unfold-ing of function calls where folding occurs when unfolding takes placewithin the same nested function call. Since unrestricted unfolding mayencounter arbitrarily many terms, a termination analysis has to deter-mine those subterms where unfolding is possibly dangerous. We showthat such an analysis can be obtained from a control ow analysis by anextension with integer constraints { essentially at no loss in e�ciency.1 IntroductionThe key idea of ow analysis for functional languages is to de�ne an abstractmeaning in terms of program points , i.e., subexpressions of the program possiblyevaluated during program execution [Pa95]. Such analysises have been inventedfor tasks like type recovery [Sh91], binding time analysis [Co93], or safety anal-ysis [PS95]. Conceptually, these are closely related to A. Deutsch's store{basedalias analysis [De90] or N. Heintze's method of approximating the collecting se-mantics by means of set constraints [He94]. N. Heintze especially observed thata formulation by constraints allows for a derivation of very fast approximationalgorithms. It is our aim to enlarge the area of applications of this type of anal-ysis by extending it with additional constraint systems. We examplify our ideawith a problem related to deforestation.In 1988, Phil Wadler came up with an algorithm to eliminate intermediatedata structures from �rst order functional programs [Wa88]. Recently, this op-timizing transformation gained additional attraction in the context of programspecialization and partial evaluation [SGJ94, NS95]. As an example, considerthe following program:letrecflip (Leaf x) = Leaf xflip (Node y1 y2) = Node (flip y2) (flip y1)in flip (flip t)Deforestation starts with the term flip (flip t). It performs a sequenceof outermost unfoldings where for every expression of nested function calls to be



unfolded, a new function de�nition is generated:D[[flip (flip t)]]) f1 twheref1(Leaf x) = D[[flip (Leaf x)]]) f2 xf1(Node y1 y2) = D[[flip (Node (flip y2) (flip y1)]]) f3 y1 y2wheref2 x = D[[Leaf x]]) Leaf xf2 y1 y2 = D[[Node (flip (flip y1)) (flip (flip y2))]]) Node D[[flip (flip y1)]] D[[flip( flip y2)]]Observe that whenever the function of the function call to be unfolded is de�nedby case distinction on the topmost constructor of some argument and the cor-responding actual parameter is just a free variable, then the newly introducedfunction is also de�ned using pattern matching on this argument.Unfolding stops whenever (an instance of) the same expression is going tobe unfolded twice (in our example flip(flip t)). In this case, it is folded to acall of the corresponding new function (in the example to (f1 y1) and (f1 y2),respectively).In [Sa95], D. Sands proves that (even the higher order extension of) thistransformation is indeed correct. Unrestricted unfolding, however, may lead toan arbitrarily growing number of new functions. Two typical examples are givenby the two implementations of the reverse function for lists given in Fig. 1 and2 (cf. [S�94b]). In the version of Fig. 1, deforestation is applied to the increasingletrecr xs = rr xs []rr [] y = yrr (z:zs) y = rr zs (z:y)in r lFig. 1. The reverse function with accumulating parametersequence of terms rr zs (z1:[]), rr zs (z2:z1:[]), rr zs (z3:z2:z1:[]),: : : This is called the accumulating parameter problem by Chin and S�rensen.On the other hand consider the implementation of reverse according to Fig. 2.Now the sequence a (r xs) x1, a (a (r xs) x2) x1, a (a (a (r xs) x3)



letrecr [] = []r (x:xs) = a (r xs) xa [] y = y:[]a (z:zs) y = z:(a zs y)in r lFig. 2. The reverse function with obstructing function callx2) x1, : : : of arbritrarily nested function calls is encountered. This was calledthe obstructing function call problem.One idea to deal with such unappreciated behavior is to mark certain sub-terms as potentially dangerous and ignore these during the deforestation. Thisidea, proposed already in [Wa88] has been elaborated by Chin in [Ch90, Ch94].In [S�94b] S�rensen presented a nice analysis to detect potentially dangerousterms. The analysis consists of two steps. First, the unfolding process of defor-estation is approximated by a tree grammar. Secondly, necessary conditions areformulated for accumulating parameters resp. obstructing function calls to oc-cur. By showing that (extended) treeless programs pass his test 1 he could showthat his method results in an improvement of the original method.We recast S�rensen's analysis by means of constraint systems of very simpleforms. The basic one, operating with a �nite set of terms, is used for abstract-ing the control ow of unfolding. The iteration process of computing the setof constraints for control ow analysis is used to produce a system of integercontraints. By this approach we achieve:{ a much simpler presentation;{ a more informative analysis: besides classifying function calls or argumentpositions as potentially dangerous or harmless, it also gives informationabout possible depthes of expressions encountered during transformation2;{ an easy correctness proof;{ a simple and e�cient implementation with polynomial runtime.We also conjecture that generalizations to an analysis of more general transfor-mations become easier.In this paper we concentrate on the analysis itself. For detailed information ondeforestation and its relation to program optimization and partial evaluation,consult, e.g., [Wa88, S�94a, GJS94]. The paper is organized as follows. First,we shortly formalize the deforestation transformation. Next we introduce theconstraint systems we are going to use. Then we present the analysis. A proof1 at least provided the functions occurring in the main expression are pairwise distinct;this, however, may w.l.o.g. always be assumed.2 A slight modi�cation of the analysis presented here, could also compute upper boundsto the sizes of occurring expressions.



of it's correctness follows. Finally, we discuss the kind of information obtainedby the analysis.2 DeforestationFor simplicity, we consider just a �rst order language whose expressions consist ofterms t built up from variables (ranged over by x) and constants by constructorand function applications. We distinguish two kinds of functions: those (rangedover by f) which are de�ned without pattern matching and those (ranged overby g) with pattern matching on the top constructor of their 0{th arguments. his meant to range over both constructor and function names.t ::= x (variable)j c t1 : : : tn (constructor application)j f t1 : : : tn (f{function application)j g t0 : : : tn (g{function application)j let x = t1 in t2 (let construct)As in [S�94b], the let{construct is used to mark dangerous subterms.Assume t is not a constructor application. Then t uniquely can be decom-posed into t = e[r] where r is the subterm of t which by CBN reduction strategyis going to be reduced next and e is its reduction context . Formally, reductioncontexts are de�ned by: e ::= [] j g e t1 : : : tnThe depth depth(t) of a term t is de�ned as usual where nullary symbols havedepth 0. For reduction contexts we de�ne their depth by depth([]) = 0 anddepth(g e t1 : : : tn) = 1 + depth(e).A program p in this language consists of a sequence of (possibly) mutuallyrecursive function de�nitions together with one main expression main.p ::= letrec defs in mainmain ::= tdefs ::= � jf x1 : : : xn = t ; defs jg (c xn+1 : : : xm) x1 : : : xn = t ; defsFor convenience, we denote the right hand side of function f by tf and itsformals by xfi . Accordingly, the right hand side of function g corresponding toconstructor c is denoted by tg;c whereas its formal parameters are xg1 ; : : : ; xgntogether with variables xg;cn+1; : : : ; xg;cm from the pattern.The deforestation procedure D is based on outermost unfolding of termspossibly containing free variables. Besides the term it is applied to, a call of Dreceives as an additional argument the set of currently existing function de�ni-tions. Accordingly, its result consists of a term together with a possibly enlargedset of function de�nitions. It is for simplicity of the presentation that we omit



making the bookkeeping on function de�nitions explicit. Thus, we leave the setof already existing function de�nitions before the call implicit and only indicatepossible newly created function de�nitions by means of a where{construct.(0) D[[x]] ) x;(1) D[[c t1 : : : tn]]) c D[[t1]] : : :D[[tn]];(2) D[[e[f t1 : : : tn] ]]) f2u1 : : : ulwheref2u1 : : : ul = D[[e[tf [ti=xfi ] ] ]];(3) D[[e[g (c tn+1 : : : tm)t1 : : : tn] ]]) f2u1 : : : ulwheref2u1 : : : ul = D[[e[tg;c[ti=xg;ci ] [tj=xgi ] ] ]];(4) D[[e[g (x t1 : : : tn] ]]) g2xu1 : : : ulwhere: : :g2(c ul+1 : : : um0)u1 : : : ul = D[[e[tg;c[ul+j=xn+j ] [ti=xgi ] ] ]]: : : ;(5) D[[e[let x = t1 in t2] ]]) let x = D[[t1]] in D[[e[t2] ]];Case (1) indicates that deforestation is pushed down through outermost con-structors; case (2) describes unfolding of f{functions whereas cases (3) and (4)describe unfolding of g{functions. In case (3) the outermost constructor of the0{th argument is known; therefore the resulting new function is an f{function.In case (4) however, the 0{th argument is a variable and therefore not knownat transformation time. Hence, the resulting new function is a g{function. In allcases (2), (3) and (4), the u1; : : : ; ul are (an enumeration of) the free variables ofthe unfolded expression. Finally, case (5) shows how the let construct is treated:deforestation proceeds to the subterms while ignoring possible interactions be-tween t1 and t2.3 Constraint SystemsSystems of set constraints are a convenient tool for describing (tuples of) reg-ular tree languages. Various formalisms of di�erent expressiveness have beenconsidered in the literature. For the analysis of functional languages, N. Heintzeconsidered only constraints of the form X � e where the left hand side S simplyconsists of a variable and the right hand side is an expression built up fromvariables and nullary constructors by means of constructor applications only[Ne94]. This formalism is closely related to regular tree grammars where con-straint X � e is viewed as a rewrite rule X ! e. Since long, tree grammars havebeen used by N.D. Jones [Jo79, Jo87]. The advantage of the constraint formal-ism, however, lies in its simplicity. Also it gave rise to not only theoretically fastbut also practical analysis algorithms. Here is an example of such a system.Y � X Y � aXY X � b



A model � of such a system S assigns sets of terms to every variable such thatall constraints in S are satis�ed, i.e., (� X) � [[e]] � for every constraint X � ein S. It is well{known that, provided all language operators occurring in righthand sides are monotonous, a least model exists. In our example, the least model�S assigns a regular tree language to every variable, namely �S X = fbg and�S Y = fabb; ab(abb); ab(ab(abb)); : : :g.Constraint systems allowing for least models can be de�ned in greater gen-erality. Let D denote a complete lattice. For some variable set Vars, we considersets S of constraints of the formX w fX1 : : : Xnwhere X;X1; : : : ; Xn 2 Vars , and f denotes a monotonous function [[f ]] : Dn !D. Then for every such system S there is a least model �S mapping variablesto elements of D such that �S X w [[f ]](�S X1) : : : (�S Xn) for every constraintX w fX1 : : : Xn 2 S. Furthermore note, that if S1; S2 are sets of constraintsover the same set of variables Vars then S1 � S2 implies �S1 X v �S2 X forevery variable X 2 Vars . The constraint systems we are interested in here are:1. Simple Constraints: These are even more trivial than set constraints. A �niteset A of basic objects is given. D is de�ned as the powerset of A ordered by setinclusion; right hand sides may contain constants a 2 A, variables or applicationof the intersection operation \\".Example 1. For A = fa; bg, consider the system:Y � b X � X \ YY � X X � aThe least model of this example maps X to fag and Y to fa; bg.In our analysis we only need constraints without occurrences of \\". Constraintsystems of this type have been considered for Control Flow Analyis, e.g., in[Pa95, PO95].In our analysis, we additionally need the special case where A containsjust one element, say 1. In this case, 2A is isomorphic to the 2{point domain2 = f? @ >g. It turns out that adding such constraints is a convenient toolto abstract special reduction strategies. For modelling CBN, it is su�cient toconsider constraints of the form X w 1. In case, more complicated reductionstrategies are studied, also more complicated constraints might be reasonable.2. Integer Constraints: Here, complete lattice D = N consists of the nonnegativeintegers equipped with their natural ordering and extended by 1. Right handsides are built up from variables and constants by means of operators \+" and\u" (minimum).Example 2. X � 1 Y � X + YZ � X Z � Y uXThe least model of this system is given by X 7! 1; Y 7! 1; Z 7! 1.



Note that N does not satisfy the ascending chain condition. Therefore, an ap-proach using naive �xpoint iteration may not su�ce to compute the least model.In [Se94] it is shown that this least model nevertheless can be computed3. Variousalgorithms are considered which compute the least model e�ciently for di�erentforms of systems. In general, the least model can be computed in time O(jSj2)where jSj denotes the size of constraint system S. In case, no minimum operatoroccurs even time O(jSj) su�ces.4 The AnalysisThe key observation for the construction of the analysis is that we can ignorefolds. We consider arbitrary sequences of outermost unfoldings of terms possi-bly containing free variables. This unfolding is approximated by a control owanalysis. What we are aiming to guarantee is that during unfolding only �nitelymany expressions e[h t1 : : : tn] are encountered. Instead of counting di�erent ex-pressions we compute upper bounds for their depthes. This approximation isobtained as the least model of a system of integer constraints which is generatedduring control ow analysis.Let A denote the set of all non{variable subexpressions occurring in programp together with a special symbol � denoting a free variable. For approximatingthe unfold steps, we use simple constraints on A where restriction to outermostunfolding is taken care of by constraints over 2. Therefore, our analysis considersthe following variables for every occurring subterm t:(1) [[t]] : 2A;(2) r[[t]] : 2;(3) d[[t]] : N ;(4) a[[t]] : Nwhere [[t]] represents a (superset) of the terms obtained from (instances of) tthrough unfolding; r[[t]] records whether or not (an instance of) t is unfoldedat all; d[[t]] gives (an upper bound to) the depth of reduction contexts in whicht is called; �nally a[[t]] represents (an upper bound to) the depth of occurringinstances t.The algorithm basically consists in iteratively putting up constraints for thesevariables. Formally, the resulting set S of constraints can be denoted as the least�xpoint S = �Fwhere F is a monotone function operating on sets of constraints which commuteswith binary \[". F can be decomposed intoF x = Sp [ (Newpx)3 Instead of constraint systems, [Se94] considers systems of equations. It is not di�cultto see that w.r.t. the minimal model this makes no di�erence.



Sp is the initial set of constraints, whereas Newp describes how, depending onalready found constraints resp. their least model, new constraints are added.Finally, the set I of integer constraints contained in S are extracted. Theleast model of these contains the desired information.[[x]] � �, x free; (1)[[h t1 : : : tn]] � h t1 : : : tn; (2)d[[main]] � 1 ; if n > 0 then a[[h t1 : : : tn]] � 1 + a[[ti]]; (3)Fig. 3. The set Sp of initial constraintsThe de�nitions of Sp and Newp are contained in Figures 3 and 4.if [[main]] � c s1 : : : sn (1)then [[main]] � [[si ]]; (2)r[[si]] � 1; (3)if [[t]] � [[t0]] and [[t0]] � h t1 : : : tn (4)then [[t]] � h t1 : : : tn; (5)if r[[t]] � 1 then (6)case t of (7)f t1 : : : tn: [[t]] � [[tf ]]; (8)[[xfi ]] � [[ti]]; (9)r[[tf ]] � 1; d[[tf ]] � d[[t]]; a[[xfi ]] � a[[ti]]; (10)g t0 : : : tn: [[xgi ]] � ti; (11)r[[t0]] � 1; a[[xgi ]] � a[[ti]]; d[[t0]] � 1 + d[[t]]; (12)if [[t0]] � � then for all c, (13)[[t]] � [[tg;c]]; (14)r[[tg;c]] � 1; d[[tg;c]] � d[[t]]; (15)[[xg;ci ]] � �; (16)if [[t0]] � c sn+1 : : : sm (17)then [[t]] � [[tg;c]]; (18)[[xg;ci ]] � [[si]]; (19)r[[tg;c]] � 1; a[[xg;ci ]] � a[[si]]; d[[tg;c]] � d[[t]]; (20)x : if [[x]] � [[t0]] (21)then r[[t0]] � 1; d[[t0]] � d[[t]]; (22)let x = t1 in t2 : [[t]] � [[t2]]; (23)[[x]] � �; (24)r[[ti]] � 1; d[[t2]] � d[[t]]; (25)if [[t1]] � c s1 : : : sn (26)then [[t1]] � [[si]]; (27)r[[si]] � 1; (28)Fig. 4. Adding new constraints with NewpRemoving line (3) from the de�nition of Sp and lines (3), (6), (10), (12), (15),(20), (22), (25) and (28) from the de�nition of Newp, one obtains an ordinary



control ow analysis of p where unfolding may occur in arbitrary positions. Line(1) of Sp means that � is included into [[x]] for all free variables of main, whereasline (2) reects reexivity of the rewriting relation.The �rst two lines in the de�nition of Newp ensures that deforestation ispushed down outermost constructors. Line (4) simulates transitivity of rewriting.The remaining part of Newp is responsible for correctly approximating unfolding.The most interesting case is when function application t equals g t0 : : : tn (lines(11) through (19)). Then two subcases may occur. If a constraint [[t0]] � � isalready present (lines (13) through (16)), we conclude that t0 possibly maybe rewritten to a global variable. Then all right hand sides for g are possibleresults for t (line (14)). Extra constraints are added to model possible variablebindings. Since t0 is possibly a free variable all pattern variables receive � aspossible value (line (16)). If, on the contrary, a constraint [[t0]] � c sn+1 : : : sm isfound, rewriting with alternative for constructor c is modeled (lines (17) through(19)). Especially, the possible bindings of pattern variables xg;cj are taken careof through constraints [[xg;cj ]] � [[sj ]] (line (19)). Finally for the let construct,lines (26) and (27) reect that deforestation is also pushed through outermostconstructors of the term the new variable x is bound to, whereas lines (23) and(24) indicate that the value of the whole expression is just the value returnedfor t2 where x is treated like a global variable.Consider, e.g., the following example program of Fig. 5. Unrestricted controlletrecfi [] = Nonefi (x:xs) = Any xid [] = []id (y:ys) = y:(id ys)in fi (id l)Fig. 5. The `�rst' function fi.ow analysis would result in the set of constraints of Fig. 6 (for simplicity, weonly listed constraints of the form [[t]] � s where t 6= s). Observe that from[[l]] � � [[id l]] � [] ; y : (id ys)[[y]] � � [[ys]] � �[[id ys]] � [] ; y : (id ys) [[fi (id l)]] � None ; Any x[[x]] � � [[xs]] � id ys ; [] ; y : (id ys)Fig. 6. Unrestricted control ow of the program in Fig. ref�rst.



this approximation, one might conclude that xs is possibly bound to (someinstance of) y:(id ys) { which in fact never occurs. By adding the constraintson variables r[[t]], we obtain a control ow analysis of p w.r.t. an outermostreduction strategy. Now, by the conditional in line (6) of newp, (simulation of)unfolding of t only takes place provided r[[t]] � 1 has already been established.Thus, in our example we obtain the set of constraints of Fig. 7.r[[fi (id l)]] � 1 r[[id l]] � 1r[[y : (id ys)]] � 1 [[l]] � �[[id l]] � [] ; (y : (id ys)) [[y]] � �[[ys]] � � [[fi (id l)]] � ; None ; (Any x)[[x]] � � [[xs]] � id ysFig. 7. Restricted control ow of the program of Fig. 5.During the computation of the dataow constraints on the variables [[t]],integer constraints are generated. Line (3) in the de�nition of Sp ensures that a[[t]]measures the depth of t { increased by the possible values for variables occurringin t. Lines (10), (12) and (20) are responsible for correctly producing values ofthese variables whenever these are bound by function unfolding. Accordingly, theconstraints on variables d[[t]] iin lines (10), (15), (20) and (25) are responsible forpropagating the depth of a reduction context of a function call or let statement tothe residual subexpression after unfolding. Additionally, in line (12), the depthis increased when passing from a call to a g{function to its 0-th argument.Finally in line (22), the depth of a reduction context in which a variable occursis propagated to the term to which it is possibly bound. The set of integerconstraints generated for the program in Fig. 5 is given by Fig. 8. Clearly, sinced[[id l]] � 1 + d[[fi (id l)]] a[[fi (id l)]] � 1 + a[[id l]]a[[id l]] � 1 + a[[l]] a[[id ys]] � 1 + a[[ys]]a[[x]] � a[[y]] a[[xs]] � a[[id ys]]Fig. 8. The set of generated integer constraintsthe original program was rather trivial, this system is trivial as well with leastmodel mapping, e.g., a[[xs]] and d[[id l]] to 1. However, we have:Theorem1. Consider program p � letrec defs in main, set S of constraintsgenerated by the analysis, and set I of integer constraints contained in S withleast model �I.



Safety:Assume during deforestation of p, D is applied to e[t] for function application t.Then1. �I d[[t]] � depth(e);2. If t � f t1 : : : tn then �I a[[xfi ]] � depth(ti) for all i.If t � g (c tn+1 : : : tm) t1 : : : tn then �I a[[xgi ]] � depth(ti) for i = 1; : : : ; n,and �I a[[xg;ci ]] � depth(ti) for i = n+ 1; : : : ;m.E�ciency:S together with �I can be computed in polynomial time.Proof. The safety part follows from Prop. 4 of the next section. The fast algo-rithm to compute S essentially consists (of an adaptation) of Heintze's algorithmfor computing a normalized system of set constraints in [He94] where addition-ally the constraints for variables r[[: : :]] are considered and the integer constraintsin I are generated. Note that, theoretically Heintze's algorithm has cubic com-plexity. In praxis, however, we found that it behaves quite well on all exampleprograms. Finally for the computation of �I , the fast algorithm of [Se94] can beemployed which has runtime linear in the size of I . 2Note that �I indeed contains all information necessary to determine whetheror not D stops. We obtain as a corollary:Corollary 2. If D encounters an in�nite number of expressions e[t] then either(1) or (2) holds:(1) Some function application t exists with �I d[[t]] =1;(2) Some formal x exists with �I d[[x]] =1. 25 CorrectnessIn order to prove safety for our analysis, we put up a reduction relation \)"between the representation of terms chosen as input to D such that t �) t0 i�of t calls deforestation of t0. Thus, this reduction relation essentially formalizesoutermost unfolding of terms possibly containing free variables. Here are thereduction rules de�ning \)":1. e[f t1 : : : tn]) tf [(ti; E)=xfi ]2. e[g (c tn+1 : : : tm) t1 : : : tn]) e[tg;c [ti=xg;ci ; tj=xgi ]]3. e[g x t1 : : : tn]) e[tg;c[(tj=xgi ] for all c if x 62 dom(E);4. c t1 : : : tn ) ti for all i;5. e[let x = t1 in t2]) e[t2] and �nally,6. e[let x = t1 in t2]) t1.



Instead of abstracting this reduction system we prefer to abstract the correspond-ing system where substitutions are made explicit. This allows us, for instance,to keep track of instances of subexpressions. Therefore instead of terms we con-sider stacks of pairs consisting of expressions and environments. EnvironmentsE are used for making substitutions explicit whereas stacks � are introduced tomodel the outermost unfolding streategy. The stack is meant to store suspendedfunction applications. We haveE ::= ; j [(t; E)=x] : E0� ::= � j (t; E) �Here is the way how to determine the term denoted by a pair of expression andenvironment resp. a stack of such pairs.{ u[[t; E]] = t if t contains no variables from dom(E).{ u[[x;E]] = [[Ex]] if x 2 dom(E).{ u[[h t1 : : : tn; E]] = h u[[t1; E]] : : : u[[tn; E]].{ u[[let x = t1 in t2; E]] = let x = u[[t1; E]] in [[t2; E]].{ u[[(t0; E0)(g t0; t1 : : : tn; E) �]] = u[[(g v t1; : : : ; tn; E) �]] where v = u[[t0; E0]].On such stacks we introduce a reduction relation \!" which is going to simulateour reduction relation \)" on terms. We de�ne:1. (x;E) � ! (Ex) � if x 2 dom(E);2. (f t1 : : : tn; E) � ! (tf ; [(ti; E)=xfi ]) �;3. (g t0 : : : tn; E) � ! (t0; E)(g t0 : : : tn; E) �;4. (c tn+1 : : : tm; E0)(g t0 : : : tn; E) � ! (tg;c; [(ti; E0)=xg;ci ; (tj ; E)=xgi ]) �;5. (x;E0)(g t0 : : : tn; E) � ! (tg;c; [(tj ; E)=xgi ]) � for all c if x 62 dom(E);6. (c t1 : : : tn; E)! (ti; E) for all i;7. (let x = t1 in t2,E) � ! (t2; E) � and �nally,8. (let x = t1 in t2,E) � ! (t1; E).By induction on the length of reductions we verify:Proposition3. Assume t = u[[�]]. Then1. t �) t0 implies � �! �0 for some �0 with u[[�0]] = t0; and2. � �! �0 implies t �) t0 for t0 = u[[�0]]. 2By Prop. 3, it su�ces to abstract relation \!" on stacks. For stack �, let ��denote the following set of simple constraints.{ If � = � then �� = ;;{ If � = (t; E) then �� = f[[main ]] � tg [ �E;{ If � = (t; E)(g t0 : : : tn) � then �� = f[[t0]] � tg [ �E [ �((g t0 : : : tn) �)where �E is de�ned by:{ If E = ; then �E = ;;



{ If E = (t; E1)=x) : E2 then �E = f[[x]] � tg [ �E1 [ �E2.By induction on the lengthes of reduction paths we prove:Proposition 4. Let I denote the set of integer constraints contained in S, and�I its least model. Assume (main ; ;) �! (t; E) �. Then1. �((t; E) �) � S;2. r[[t]] � 1 is in S;3. �I d[[t]] � j�j;4. �I a[[t]] � depth(u[[t; E]]);5. �I a[[x]] � depth(u[[x;E]]) for every x 2 dom(E).If furthermore (t; E) � �! (t0; E0) � is a reduction path where all intermediatestacks are of the form �1�, then6. [[t]] � t0 is in S as well. 2This �nishes the proof of statement 1 of Theorem 1.6 Characterizing Dangerous SubexpressionsAssume we found that deforestation may not stop when applied to certain subex-pressions. Then the next task is to spot more precisely the sources of nonter-mination. Therefore in this section, we take a closer look at the set I of integerconstraints generated by the analysis. I has the following two properties:1. The subsystems Id and Ia containing variables d[[t]] resp. a[[t]] are disjoint;2. The right hand sides are of one of the two forms: X � Y or X � 1 + Y forvariables X and Y .In [Se94], a characterization is given of all X with �I X = 1. It is given interms of the dependence graph of the system. Let I 0 = Ia (the case I 0 = Idis completely analogous). The dependence graph for I 0 is the directed graph Gwhose set of nodes equals the set of variables of I 0, and whose set of edgesconsists of all (X;Y ) with Y � X or Y � 1+X occurring in I 0. Specializing thecharacterization of [Se94] to our application we �nd:Proposition 5. The set J of all t with �I 0 a[[t]] = 1 is the smallest set (w.r.t.set inclusion) containing all t such that(1) a[[t]] is contained in a strong component of G which also contains variablesa[[t1]]; a[[t2]] for some constraint a[[t1]] � 1 + a[[t2]] is in I 0.(2) a[[t]] is reachable in G from some a[[t0]] with t0 2 J . 2



Example 3. As an example, consider again the reverse function with accumulat-ing parameter from the introduction. In this case, (among others) the followinginteger contraints on variables a[[: : :]] are generated:a[[xs]] � a[[l]] a[[y]] � a[[z : y]]a[[z : y]] � 1 + a[[z]] a[[z : y]] � 1 + a[[y]]In deed, the least model maps a[[l]], a[[xs]], and a[[z]] to 0, and a[[z : y]] and a[[y]]to 1.In general, taking into account the way integer contraints are generated by Newpwe obtain:Corollary 6. 1. Assume that for no program variable x, a[[x]] is contained ina strong component of G which also contains variables a[[t1]]; a[[t2]] for someconstraint a[[t1]] � 1 + a[[t2]] in Ia. Then �Ia a[[x]] <1 for all x.2. Assume that for no function application t = h t1 : : : tn, d[[t]] is contained ina strong component of G which also contains variables d[[t1]]; d[[t2]] for someconstraint d[[t1]] � 1 + d[[t2]] in Id. Then �Id d[[x]] <1 for all x. 2Remark that items (1) and (2) of Cor. 6 are the translations of S�rensen's cri-teria for accumulating parameters resp. obstructing function calls [S�94b]. Ourcharacterization is based on simple graph properties. It follows that the set ofdangerous variables resp. function calls can be computed e�ciently, namely intime linear in I . Moreover, we can be more speci�c. One problem with defor-estation is that the transformed program may be very large. Therefore insteadof computing the set of variables mapped to 1, one may compute �I (which ispossible in linear time as well) and then determine those variables a[[t]] resp. d[[t]]whose values exceed a certain threshold c.7 Discussion and ConclusionIn this paper we considered a termination analysis for deforestion. In essence, itboils down to a control ow analysis for a CBN rewrite system which is used toproduce a system of integer constraints. Their least model contains the informa-tion about possible depthes of reduction contexts resp. arguments we are aimingat. The advantages of this approach are that it allows for a clear exposition ofthe analysis, a simple correctness proof together with a fast implementation.Further investigations should include a generalization to higher order de-forestation and applications of these ideas to other program analysis problems.One of these might be, e.g., �nite topology detection of concurrent functionallanguages [RNN94].8 References[A86] N. Andersen: Approximating Term Rewrite Systems by Regular Tree Gram-mars. Report Nr. 86/16, Data Logisk Institut, K�benhavns Universitet, 1986
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